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Direct and indirect readout in mutant Met repressor–operator
complexes
Colin W Garvie† and Simon EV Phillips*
Background: The methionine repressor, MetJ, represses the transcription of
genes involved in methionine biosynthesis by binding to arrays of two to five
adjacent copies of an eight base-pair ‘metbox’ sequence. Naturally occurring
operators differ from the consensus sequence to a greater extent as the
number of metboxes increases. MetJ, while accommodating this sequence
variation in natural operators, is very sensitive to particular base changes, even
where bases are not directly contacted in the crystal structure of a complex
formed between the repressor and consensus operator.
Results: Here we report the high-resolution structure of a MetJ mutant, Q44K,
bound to the consensus operator sequence (Q44Kwt19) and two related
sequences containing mutations at sites believed to be important for indirect
readout at non-contacted bases. The overall structure of the Q44Kwt19
complex is very similar to the wild-type complex, but there are small variations in
sugar–phosphate backbone conformation and direct contacts to the DNA
bases. The mutant complexes show a mixture of direct and indirect readout of
sequence variations, with differences in direct contacts and DNA conformation.
Conclusions: Comparison of the wild-type and mutant repressor–operator
complexes shows that the repressor makes sufficiently strong interactions with
the sugar–phosphate backbone to accommodate some variation in operator
sequence with minor changes in direct bases contacts. The reduction in
repressor affinity for the two mutant repressor complexes can be partially
attributed to a loss in direct contacts to the DNA. In one case, however, the
replacement of a flexible TA base-step leads to an unfavourable DNA
conformation that reduces the stability of the repressor–operator complex. 
Introduction
The product of the metJ gene, the methionine repressor
(MetJ), plays a central role in regulation of the biosyn-
thetic pathway for methionine in Escherichia coli (reviewed
in [1]). On activation by its corepressor, S-adenosyl
methionine (SAM) [2–4], MetJ binds to operator sites
upstream of met genes, and represses transcription of at
least nine of the enzymes of methionine biosynthesis.
Sequence analysis of these operator sites shows that MetJ
binds to between two and five tandem repeats of an eight
base-pair motif, with the underlying consensus sequence
AGACGTCT, termed the ‘metbox’ [5] (Figure 1). The
variation in sequence of the naturally occurring operator
sites suggests that MetJ can display a degree of plasticity
at the protein–DNA interface. In vitro binding assays
revealed that cooperative interactions between arrays of
adjacent bound repressor molecules play an essential role
in stabilising MetJ repressor–operator interactions [2,6]. 
The crystal structures of the methionine aporepressor
(MetJ) and holorepressor (MetJ–SAM complex) have been
determined previously [7]. MetJ is a homodimer of two 104
amino acid subunits. Each subunit has three α helices, A
(residues 30–45), B (residues 52–66) and C (residues
86–94), and contributes one β strand (residues 21–28) to a
two-stranded antiparallel β sheet at the dimer interface.
The two SAM molecules bind at symmetrically related sites
in the holorepressor with their purine rings inserted into
hydrophobic pockets on the protein surface that are other-
wise occupied by the sidechains of Phe65 in the aporepres-
sor. The 2.8 Å crystal structure of two repressors bound to a
19-mer oligonucleotide (MJwt19), the sequence of which
encompasses the minimal consensus operator sequence, has
also been determined previously [8] (Figure 2). Each
repressor binds to a single metbox, with its antiparallel β
sheet inserted into the major groove, and makes direct con-
tacts with four of the eight base-pairs of the metbox via the
sidechains of Lys23 and Thr25 from each β strand. Numer-
ous contacts are made to the sugar–phosphate backbone,
positioning the repressor accurately onto the operator
sequence. In particular, strong interactions are made by the
mainchain amide nitrogen atoms of Asn53 and Ser54, and
by the sidechain of Ser54 (at the N terminus of helix B from
each subunit) with the non-esterified phosphate oxygens
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5′ to the first and last guanines of each metbox (Figure 3).
These interactions are energetically very favourable owing
to the positive dipole of the N terminus of the α helices [9],
which point directly at the negatively charged phosphates
of the DNA backbone. Similar helix–phosphate interac-
tions are observed in the related Arc repressor structure [10]
and more widely, for example, in helix-turn-helix proteins
[11]. The two central phosphates that are contacted by
Asn53 and Ser54 lie near the junction of the metboxes, and
are displaced by 2 Å from their expected positions in canon-
ical B-form DNA in a direction that narrows the minor
groove. If these phosphates were moved to the positions
expected for canonical B-DNA, and the B helix contacts
retained, the shift in helices A and B would result in the
complete loss of cooperative interactions that occur along
the faces of the A helices (Figure 4). Hence these unusual
phosphate positions have an essential role in the formation
of cooperative interactions. Their displacement coincides
with a distinctive low-high-low helical twist pattern of the
three base-steps of the CTAG duplex [8] that occurs at the
junction of the metboxes. This is an energetically
favourable deformation of the DNA as it increases the
purine–purine overlap of the base pairs at the expense of
less efficient stacking of the TA step [12]. Mutation of the
CTAG sequence to CATG results in a 76-fold reduction in
repressor affinity [13], despite the apparent loss of only two
water-mediated interactions to the central TA base pairs.
This suggests that the deviation from the canonical B-DNA
conformation is a sequence-specific property of the CTAG
sequence. What is uncertain is whether this sequence leads
to the narrowing of the minor groove or whether the nar-
rowing is a result of repressor binding. A 25° bend at the
centre of the metboxes results in tighter interactions
between the β sheet and the major groove. This might also
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Figure 2
Stereoview of wild-type MetJ complexed to
the consensus operator sequence. Two
repressors, each comprised of a red and a
blue subunit, bind to adjacent eight base-pair
metboxes, one on the upper left and the other
at the lower right. The helices and chain
termini of the blue subunit of one of the
repressors are labelled. The repressors make
cooperative interactions at the centre of the
complex via the A helices of the blue subunits.
The SAM molecules are shown in green. The
diagram was generated using MOLSCRIPT
[29] and Raster3D [30].
Figure 1
(a) Naturally occurring E. coli operator
sequences for the methionine repressor.
(b) Oligonucleotide sequences used in
crystallisation. The metboxes are shown boxed
and the mutated bases are highlighted in bold. 
  
   
    
 
  
    
   
 
   
     




be favoured by the DNA sequence as mutation of the CG
base-pairs at the centre of the metboxes to TA results in a
48-fold loss in repressor-binding affinity [13], despite not
being apparently contacted by the protein.
To investigate the ability of MetJ to recognise operator sites
of varying sequence while remaining very sensitive to spe-
cific sequence changes, we solved the structures of MetJ
bound to sequences related to the consensus used in the
original structure. Mutations were targeted to the CG step
at the centre of the metboxes in one structure and to the TA
step at the junction of the two metboxes in the other. High-
resolution diffracting crystals of complexes with these oper-
ators were not obtained with wild-type MetJ but with a
MetJ mutant, Gln44→Lys (Q44K). DNA-binding studies
revealed that Q44K can form a stable complex with a single
metbox, but shows a somewhat reduced affinity towards the
consensus as compared to wild-type MetJ [14,15]. The first
structure presented is for Q44K bound to the consensus
operator sequence (Q44Kwt19). Despite the differences in
affinity revealed by the DNA-binding studies in solution,
Q44K binds in an essentially identical fashion to the con-
sensus sequence as wild-type MetJ. High-resolution struc-
tures were also obtained for Q44K complexed to an operator
oligonucleotide where the TA step at the junction of the
metboxes had been mutated to AT (Q44KrevTA), and to
another in which the CG base-step at the centre of two met-
boxes was mutated to TA (Q44Kdm19). The three oligo-
nucleotide sequences used in the structural studies are
shown in Figure 1b. The structures illustrate how MetJ can
accommodate variation in its operator sequences and, in the
case of Q44KrevTA, reveal a striking example of the impor-
tance of sequence-specific effects on operator conformation.
The importance of the TA steps to operator recognition by
MetJ has also been demonstrated by in vitro evolution of
synthetic operators [16] and comparison to sequence prefer-
ences in the Trp repressor–operator system [17].
Results
Symmetry of the Q44K and wild-type MetJ complexes
The MJwt19 complex crystallised in space group P6222 with
half a complex, consisting of one holorepressor and nine
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Figure 3
Details of the interaction between the
mainchain amide nitrogens of Asn53 and
Ser54 in the B helix with the
sugar–phosphate backbone. The ribbon
diagram shows the contacted phosphates in
green; for clarity, only the B helices and part
of the A helices are shown. Gln44 from each
subunit is shown in cyan and is labelled. A
close-up view of one of the interactions is
shown in stick representation on the right. The
diagram was generated using MOLSCRIPT
[29], Raster3D [30] and MIDASPLUS [31].
Figure 4
Stereoview superposition of the Q44Kwt19
complex (represented in magenta and red) onto
the MJwt19 complex (represented in cyan and
green). Selected residues of the two
monomers from one dimer of the Q44Kwt19
complex are labelled in white and yellow for
each respective monomer.
base-pairs, in the asymmetric unit [8]. The Q44Kwt19 and
Q44KrevTA complexes, which crystallise isomorphously to
each other, exhibit similar packing in the unit cell as the
MJwt19 complex. They differ slightly, however, in the
crystal contacts made by the 20 C-terminal residues in each
subunit of the two repressors. This, as well as differences in
the base-pair parameters for the two metboxes, breaks the
twofold symmetry of the complex and results in a lowering
of space group symmetry to P3221, with one full complex in
the asymmetric unit. The Q44Kdm19 complex crystallises
almost isomorphously to the Q44Kwt19 complex, but a
further breakdown of crystallographic twofold symmetry
occurs between two adjacent complexes, owing to subtle
differences in sidechain orientations and base-pair parame-
ters, reducing the space group symmetry further to P32 with
two full complexes in the asymmetric unit. 
Comparison of Q44Kwt19 with MJwt19
Comparison of the mainchains of each subunit from the
Q44Kwt19 and MJwt19 complexes shows they are essen-
tially identical from the N terminus to residue 72
(Figure 4). Least squares superposition of the mainchain
atoms up to residue 72 of both repressors in the Q44Kwt19
and the MJwt19 complexes gives a root mean square devi-
ation (rmsd) of 0.64 Å. After residue 72, the mainchains
diverge, principally as a result of Lys78; the sidechain of
Lys78 stabilises the loop between residues 77 and 83 in
the Q44Kwt19 complex by pointing back into the loop, as
opposed to away from it, as observed in the MJwt19
complex. The remainder of the repressor mainchains in
the Q44Kwt19 complex, encompassing helix C and the
final ten residues, have the same conformation as in the
MJwt19 complex, but the mainchain atoms are shifted by
between 0.5 and 1.0 Å, presumably as a result of slightly
different crystal-packing environments. The mutated
Lys44 sidechains either donate a hydrogen bond to a
mainchain carbonyl oxygen or contact a non-esterified
phosphate oxygen (directly or through a water-mediated
interaction; Figure 5). 
The two duplexes from the MJwt19 and Q44Kwt19 com-
plexes are very similar, displaying bends of equal magni-
tude at the centres of the metboxes and the same pattern of
alternating helical twist values at the CTAG base-steps
(Figure 6). The region at the junction of the metboxes
superimposes particularly well. This is perhaps not surpris-
ing, considering the importance of the conformation of the
sugar–phosphate backbone at this site with regard to forma-
tion of cooperative interactions. The poorer superposition
outside the central region at the junction of the metboxes
results from the slightly different position of the end bases
in the Q44Kwt19 complex as compared to the MJwt19
complex. The end-to-end stacking between adjacent com-
plexes in the crystal lattice (a Hoogsteen base-pair formed
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Figure 5
Two types of interactions made by the Lys44
residue in the Q44K complexes. (a) Contact
made to the mainchain carbonyl of Ala51 and
water-mediated contact to an non-esterified
phosphate oxygen of the sugar–phosphate
backbone. (b) Direct contact made to an
esterified phosphate oxygen.
Figure 6
(a) Base-pair twist and (b) base-pair roll values for the 16 base-pair
duplexes in the MJwt19, Q44Kwt19, Q44Kdm19 and Q44KrevTA
complexes (calculated in NEWHEL93, available from the Brookhaven
Protein Data Bank [PDB]). Only the sequence for the perfect
consensus operator is shown along the x-axis for clarity. 

































by the unpaired 5′ adenine and the end base pair of a sym-
metry-related duplex) observed in MJwt19 [8] is retained.
Despite the difference in the sugar–phosphate backbone
conformation for the Q44Kwt19 complex, the base-pair
parameters are remarkably well conserved between the two
complexes, although the exact positions of the bases in the
Q44Kwt19 complex differ notably in the regions outside
the TCTAGA region at the junction of the metboxes. The
only significant difference in base-pair parameters occurs at
the centre of the second metbox. In the Q44Kwt19
complex, the second metbox exhibits a large positive roll
centred on the CG base-step with small rolls at the adjacent
base-steps (Figure 6), as opposed to having a more even
distribution of base-pair rolls about the three base-steps as
in the first metbox and in the MJwt19 complex.
The most interesting differences between the Q44Kwt19
and MJwt19 complexes occur at the protein–DNA inter-
faces. They exhibit slightly different recognition patterns
with the consensus operator sequence, although the same
residues in each case are involved in contacts to the base-
pairs. The interactions for the MJwt19 and three Q44K
complexes are summarised in Figure 7. The protein–DNA
interface displays a plasticity that allows minor changes in
recognition pattern that could accommodate certain varia-
tions in operator sequence. For instance, in MJwt19 the
hydroxyl group of Thr25A lies between the N7 of A3F and
N4 of C4F (see Figure 7 legend for sequence notation) at
distances of 3.1 and 3.7 Å, respectively. This suggests a
strong hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl as donor to N7
and a weak one as acceptor from N4, leading to the pattern
shown in Figure 7 (where the hydrogen bond limit is set to
3.2 Å). The apparently different contacts shown for
Thr25A in the mutant complex result from small move-
ments that alter the balance of these two hydrogen bonds
rather than because of a fundamental change in pattern.
The interactions of Lys23A and Lys23C with the TA step
at the junction of the metboxes gives another example of
how subtle changes in base-pair positions can be accom-
modated for by the rearrangement of water molecules. In
the Q44Kwt19 complex, the Nζ atoms of these lysine
residues lie between the A9F G10F step donating hydrogens
to the N7 atoms of both purines. In the MJwt19 complex,
the Nζ atoms of the lysine residues lie in the plane of the
guanine, making two hydrogen bonds to its O6 and N7
atoms. This results in the lysine residue being too far away
to contact the adjacent adenine, but it makes an indirect
contact to the N7 of the adenine via a water molecule.
Comparison of Q44KrevTA with Q44Kwt19
The protein structure in the Q44KrevTA complex is essen-
tially identical to that of the Q44Kwt19 complex, with an
rmsd between mainchain atoms of 0.21 Å. The DNA struc-
ture in the Q44KrevTA complex is also essentially identical
to that of the Q44Kwt19 complex, except at the central
CATG region. The central AT step in the Q44KrevTA
complex shows a dramatic –14° negative roll as compared to
–1° for the TA step in the CTAG sequence in Q44Kwt19
(Figure 6). The change in base-pair roll is accompanied by a
large reduction in the distinctive alternating twist values of
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Figure 7
DNA sequence recognition patterns for the
MJwt19, Q44Kwt19, Q44KrevTA and
Q44Kdm19 complexes. The direct and water-
mediated interactions are represented as solid
and dashed lines, respectively. The protein
residues are labelled A–D to represent the four
subunits that make up the two repressors of
the complex (the first repressor consists of
monomers A and B and the second consists of
C and D). Although an 18 base-pair sequence
is present in the structure, only the 16 base-
pair operator sequence is shown here as no
contacts are made to the outer two, non-
operator, base-pairs. The DNA sequence is
numbered from 1–16 in the 5′ to 3′ direction of
each oligonucleotide strand with the two
strands being labelled F and G. The bases are
contacted solely by Oγ of Thr25 or Nζ of
Lys23. The atoms making hydrogen-bond
contacts on each base are indicated. Base-
pairs are coloured yellow when contacted by
Lys23 or Thr25 directly, or blue where
contacted only via a water molecule. Where the
base-pair is uniquely identified by direct
protein–base contacts it is coloured magenta.
The contacts made in the second metbox of
the MJwt19 complex are identical to the
contacts made in the first metbox, as a
crystallographic twofold axis passes through
the centre of the operator sequence. The
contacts made to the bases by the water
network nucleated by Thr25C are not shown
for clarity. Only one of the Q44Kdm19 complex
recognition patterns is shown because the
contacts made are the same in both
crystallographically independent complexes,
apart from the contact made to N7 of G10F by
Lys23C, which was not built in the model of
one of the complexes. Hydrogen bonds are
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the base-steps observed for CTAG in the Q44Kwt19
complex. Despite these large differences, the two phos-
phates contacted by Asn53 and Ser54 from each repressor
remain in precisely the same positions as in the Q44Kwt19
complex (Figure 8). This suggests that the significant dis-
placement (2 Å) of these two phosphates from their
expected positions in regular B-DNA is governed by the
cooperative binding of the two repressors, whereas the con-
formation of the base-pairs that most readily accommodates
these phosphate positions is a property of the DNA
sequence. The preference for the CTAG sequence at this
site stems from its ability to accommodate alternating
helical twists for the three base-steps. The CATG
sequence cannot readily adopt this conformation, and is
forced to deform in a different way to allow the two phos-
phates to remain tightly bound at their sites on the repres-
sors. The resultant conformation generates a large negative
roll at the AT step that is less energetically favoured as it
compresses the already sterically crowded minor groove. 
Analysis of the recognition pattern of the Q44Kwt19
complex suggests that mutation of the central TA step to
AT would result in a loss of two contacts to the mutated
bases by Lys23A and Lys23C. These contacts are indeed
lost in the Q44KrevTA complex, where access to the
central bases by the two lysine residues is sterically blocked
by the thymine methyl groups. This forces Lys23A to adopt
an alternate conformation that can no longer contact the
DNA, and Lys23C to be disordered in the crystal beyond
the Cγ atom. The result is the loss of four direct contacts to
the central four base-pairs in Q44KrevTA, as compared to
Q44Kwt19. The ability of MetJ to bind to the revTA
sequence, despite the visible effect of the unfavourable
base-pair stacking and the loss of direct interactions with
the base-pairs, emphasises the strength of the interactions
with the sugar–phosphate backbone. 
Comparison of Q44Kdm19 with Q44Kwt19
The protein structure in the Q44Kdm19 complex is again
very similar to that of Q44Kwt19, but gives a slightly
greater overall rmsd (0.64 Å) than for Q44Kwt19. The
same deviations are observed using either of the two
crystallographically independent Q44Kdm19 complexes
which are essentially identical to each other (rmsd of
0.12 Å for all mainchain atoms, omitting the three N-ter-
minal residues of each repressor). The larger rmsd for the
Q44Kdm19 complex can be explained by comparison of
the electron density for each complex. The Q44Kwt19
and Q44KrevTA complexes display continuous density
throughout the mainchain, with all but a few of the
sidechains well defined. In contrast, the density for the
protein mainchain in the Q44Kdm19 complex is discon-
tinuous to a varying degree over residues 1–20 and
75–104, the refined model displaying very high B factors
for these regions. These two regions are related to each
other because the ten N-terminal residues pack against
residues in the C-terminal region in the same subunit,
suggesting the disorder is correlated. Interestingly, the
SAM cofactors refine with high B factors in the
Q44Kdm19 complex, suggestive of higher mobility or
less than full occupancy. In the Q44Kwt19 and
Q44KrevTA complexes the SAM molecules exhibit low
B factors with no indication of low occupancy.
Mutation of the base-step at the centre of the metboxes
from CG to TA, however, has surprisingly little effect on
the DNA conformation compared to that in the Q44Kwt19
complex. Least squares superposition of the duplex from
either of the two crystallographically independent
Q44Kdm19 complexes with the duplex of the Q44Kwt19
complex gives an rmsd of 0.41 Å for all atoms. The only
significant difference between the Q44Kdm19 and
Q44Kwt19 complexes is the presence of the base-pair roll
pattern at the centre of both metboxes in the Q44Kdm19
complex, resembling that observed at the centre of the
second metbox of the Q44Kwt19 complex. Because both
types of base-pair roll patterns are observed in the
Q44Kwt19 complex, it seems unlikely that either is
strongly preferred by the consensus metbox sequence, but
the presence of only one type of base-pair roll pattern in
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Figure 8
Space-filling models of the eight base-pairs at
the centre of the DNA sequence in the
Q44Kwt19 and Q44KrevTA complexes
compared to canonical B-DNA, looking into the
minor groove along the central twofold axis.
(a) Canonical B-DNA (GTCTAGAC),
(b) Q44Kwt19 (GTCTAGAC) and
(c) Q44KrevTA (GTCATGAC) complexes.
Atoms are shown with CPK colours, except for
the non-esterified oxygens on the phosphates
contacted by the repressor B helices that are
green. These phosphates are much closer
together in both complexes than regular B-DNA,
and the minor groove is much narrower.
the Q44Kdm19 complexes suggests it is more favourable
for the metbox sequence with TA at its centre. 
The effect of the CG to TA mutations at the centre of the
metboxes in the Q44Kwt19 complex is that the direct con-
tacts of Thr25 to the N4 of the cytosines in the consensus
are replaced by contacts to the O4 of the thymines. The
hydroxyl group in Q44Kwt19, however, acted as a hydro-
gen-bond acceptor from N4, but changes in Q44Kdm19 to
a donor for O4, thus losing the additional weak donor inter-
action to the adjacent adenine N7. This is consistent with a
slight preference for C at the fourth position in metboxes.
What is unexpected is the effect the mutations have on
other direct contacts. The non-water-mediated contacts are
very similar to those observed in the Q44Kwt19 complex
except for Lys23A, Lys23C and Lys23D. In one of the
Q44Kdm19 complexes, Lys23A and Lys23C contact the
N7 and O6 of G10G and G10F, respectively, in the same way
observed in the MJwt19 complex, although the geometry
of the Lys23A contact to the N7 of G10F is less than ideal.
In the other Q44Kdm19 complex, Lys23C makes the same
contact but Lys23A only contacts the O6 of G10F. This rep-
resents the only difference in direct contacts made by the
two crystallographically independent Q44Kdm19 com-
plexes. Lys23D specifies G2G, as in the Q44Kwt19 complex,
but does not contact A1G. The water molecules involved in
contacting A9G and A9F in the MJwt19 complex are
observed in one or other of the Q44Kdm19 complexes, but
are not within hydrogen-bonding distance of the respective
Lys23 residues. A similar case occurs with the water mol-
ecule that mediates interactions between Thr25B and C12G
in the Q44Kwt19 complex which is present in one
Q44Kdm19 complex but not the other.
Discussion
Differences in the Q44K and wild-type MetJ recognition
patterns 
Several minor differences are apparent between the recog-
nition patterns of the Q44Kwt19 and MJwt19 complexes,
particularly in base recognition through Thr25A and
Lys23A from the first repressor, and Lys23C and Thr25C
from the second (Figure 7). The differences in the direct
contacts could be attributed to several possible effects,
including the use of a mutant repressor and the higher res-
olution of the current data. The most probable cause,
however, is the effect of the different position of the end
base-pairs on the duplex conformation in the Q44Kwt19
complex as compared to that in the MJwt19 complex. The
resultant effect is to alter the position of the functional
groups of the base-pairs contacted by the DNA-binding
residues and hence the detailed recognition pattern.
The mutant repressor behaves in a slightly different
manner from wild-type MetJ as assessed by DNA foot-
printing and interference studies. From a structural point
of view, it is difficult to see how the mutation, the effect
of which is very localised, leads to the differences observed
in the direct base contacts. Only one of the four mutated
residues contacts the sugar–phosphate backbone directly
in the crystal structure. Even here, however, the electron
density for Lys44 suggests it can adopt two possible con-
formations in an approximately 1:1 ratio, contacting a non-
esterified phosphate oxygen in one case, and a mainchain
carbonyl oxygen in the other. The phosphate is well
ordered, suggesting the contact does not influence the
structure of the sugar–phosphate backbone.
The higher resolution of the Q44Kwt19 complex relative
to the MJwt19 complex may also affect the exact position-
ing of the DNA-binding residues in the model, the base-
pairs and hence the direct contacts observed. This is
unlikely, however, as the sugar–phosphate backbone, and
hence the position of the bases between the two com-
plexes, varies far more than would be expected for a
simple increase in resolution.
The most likely factor that could cause the difference in
direct contacts is the effect of the different positions of the
terminal bases on the sugar–phosphate backbone in the
Q44Kwt19 complex. In the central region of the Q44Kwt19
duplex, at the junction of the metboxes, the sugar–phos-
phate backbone is restricted to the same conformation as
that observed in the MJwt19 complex, retaining the coop-
erative interactions between adjacently binding repres-
sors, as well as the interaction between the phosphate and
N termini of the B helices. Shifts in the terminal base
positions in the Q44Kwt19 duplex compared to the
MJwt19 duplex, however, affect the conformation of the
sugar–phosphate backbone in the outer regions, and, in
turn, alter the positions of the base-pairs either side of the
central region of the operator. This could account for the
differences in contacts for Thr25A and Thr25C. Base-pair
stacking is also affected throughout the two duplexes,
thereby explaining the small differences in base-pair para-
meters over the central region and contributing to the minor
differences in contacts made by Lys23A and Lys23C.
Recognition of naturally occurring sequences by MetJ
Comparison of the MJwt19 and Q44Kwt19 complex sug-
gests that the sugar–phosphate backbone is restrained to a
significant degree at the ends of the metboxes, presum-
ably by the B-helix–phosphate contacts, but less so in the
regions in-between. The greater freedom of the DNA at
the metbox centres would allow for a greater sampling of
DNA conformations, optimising direct interactions with
the base-pairs whilst taking into account any conforma-
tional restrictions imposed by the DNA sequence. Thus,
mutations in this region, such as those found in the natural
operators (Figure 1) and the in vitro evolution studies [16],
could be more easily accommodated. In the Q44Kdm19
complex, where the CG base-step is mutated to TA, the
bases adopt a slightly different conformation from that in
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the MJwt19 complex but are contacted in a similar
manner. The modest reduction in binding affinity
observed for this mutation probably originates from the
loss of a potential hydrogen-bond contact from Thr25A
(and Thr25C). The hydroxyl group changes from a hydro-
gen-bond acceptor and donor, interacting with a donor and
acceptor from two adjacent bases, to a single donor lying
between two acceptors on adjacent bases. At the TA step
forming the junction of the metboxes, the binding of the
phosphates by the repressor B helices results in a restric-
tion of conformational freedom. This is observed in the
Q44KrevTA complex where the base-pair conformation at
the metbox junction is unfavourable, and four direct con-
tacts to the bases are also lost.
As the number of metboxes increases in the natural opera-
tors so does the deviation of the operator sequence from
the consensus. This suggests that the increase in coopera-
tive interactions compensates for the less favourable direct
contacts. The mutant structures show that MetJ can bind
to variant metbox sequences by rearranging direct base
contacts while retaining the contacts to the sugar–phos-
phate backbone required to allow cooperative interactions. 
Conformational variation of the CTAG sequence
Three conformations have been observed for the CTAG
sequence in five crystal structures, including a DNA
decamer [18], a dodecamer [19], the wild-type MetJ and
Q44K complexes, and the Trp repressor–operator complex
[20]. The low-high-low helical twist pattern for CTAG
observed in the MetJ operator DNA (Figure 6) is present
in the crystal structure of the free DNA dodecamer, and is
therefore a favourable conformation [19]. As early as 1979,
poly(TA) tracts were proposed to exhibit alternating helical
twist values with large helical twists at the TA step and low
values either side, sacrificing the poor base stacking of the
TA steps to improve the overlap of the adjacent AT base-
steps [12,21]. This is observed in the dodecamer structure,
as well as the wild-type and mutant MetJ–operator
complex structures. In the dodecamer structure, however,
the two phosphates of the CTAG sequence that corre-
spond to those contacted by Asn53 and Ser54 in the MetJ
complexes lie nearer the positions expected for canonical
B-DNA. The deviation of the positions of these two phos-
phates in the MetJ complex structures is probably induced
by cooperative binding of the repressors to the DNA.
Despite the apparent importance of the CTAG sequence
in the MetJ operator site, this precise sequence is never
found in the naturally occurring operator sites in E. coli
(Figure 1), although the TA step is largely conserved. The
pattern of pyrimidines and purines is maintained, however,
and confers the required conformational properties. This is
probably due to evolutionary pressure, as the CTAG
sequence is also an important determinant in the operator
recognised by the Trp repressor [17]. In the crystal struc-
ture of the Trp repressor–operator complex [20], the
CTAG sequence is involved in both direct and indirect
readout. The TA step, however, adopts a quite different
conformation from that in the MetJ complex, with a low
helical twist and large positive roll. The crystal structure of
the free DNA decamer duplex corresponding to the Trp
repressor operator half-site [18], with the CTAG sequence
at its centre, displays some overall similarities to the DNA
conformation in the Trp repressor–operator complex. It is
underwound to the same degree and has an unusually deep
major groove, rather than the low-high-low twist pattern. 
The TA step is known from crystal structures of free DNA
duplexes [22] to be able to adopt at least two different con-
formations. In one, the TA step displays a high twist and a
positive roll of varying magnitude, whereas in the other it
displays low helical twist with a large positive roll. A similar
situation exists with the CTAG sequence in four of the five
crystal structures mentioned above. In one conformation,
found in the MetJ complexes and the dodecamer structures,
the CTAG sequence displays alternating helical twist values
with a large helical twist and a small positive or negative roll
at the central TA step. In the other conformation, displayed
in the Trp repressor–operator complex, the CTAG
sequence exhibits a small helical twist and a large positive
roll at the TA step. The crystal structure of the decamer
represents an intermediate form because it more closely
resembles B-DNA, the sequence adapting to either confor-
mation depending on its environment. The lack of large
negative rolls in the DNA structures examined emphasises
that its occurrence in the Q44KrevTA complex is very
unusual, suggesting a strained conformation imposed by the
binding of the two repressors to an inappropriate sequence.
Conclusions
The Q44K complex structures show a remarkable plastic-
ity in protein–DNA contacts that would not be detected
from inspection of a single structure. This is clearly impor-
tant for recognition of the naturally occurring variations in
met operators, but may be a feature of other protein–DNA
complexes. Comparison of the Q44Kwt19 and Q44KrevTA
complexes shows that the base sequence at the junction of
adjacent metboxes does not in itself determine the
required conformation of the sugar–phosphate backbone,
but extensive contacts to the sugar–phosphate backbone
by two adjacently bound repressors impose it on the
DNA. The junction sequence does, however, contribute
to the stability of the complex through both direct and
indirect readout. The effect of mutating the TA step to
AT causes the loss of four direct contacts, compared to the
Q44Kwt19 complex. In the lower resolution wild-type
MJwt19 complex, the unique identification of G10F and
G10G would be lost, by analogy with the Q44KrevTA
structure, alongside the water-mediated interactions to
A9F and A9G. The unfavourable conformation of the AT
step with its large negative roll is a clear case of indirect
readout, and explains the strong conservation of the TA
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step in met operators. The stability of natural MetJ–opera-
tor complexes is a delicate balance between the strong
cooperative interactions, the ability of the DNA to adopt
the correct backbone conformation, and a complex network
of direct base contacts. The smaller reduction in repressor
affinity for the CG→TA mutation at the centre of the
metboxes results from the loss of one weak hydrogen
bond from Thr25 to an adjacent base. The two mutant
operator complex structures show that although the base
changes cause rearrangements of direct contacts, they do
not disrupt the contacts made to the sugar–phosphate
backbone necessary for cooperative interactions. This sug-
gests that the ability of MetJ to bind to metboxes that
occur in longer operator sequences, and typically show a
greater deviation from the consensus sequence, is a conse-
quence of the ability to form cooperative arrays. 
Biological implications
Regulation of genes involved in the biosynthetic pathway
of methionine in Escherichia coli requires the binding of
the methionine repressor (MetJ) to an eight base-pair
sequence, the ‘metbox’, which exists in adjacent
arrays of between two and five copies. The sequences of
the naturally occurring metboxes vary to different
degrees relative to the consensus sequence, generally
showing a greater variation as the number of metboxes
increases. DNA-binding and structural studies of MetJ
binding to an operator containing two adjacent consen-
sus metboxes suggest that both direct and indirect effects
are involved in sequence recognition. In particular, the
base-step at the centre of the metboxes displays a bend
towards the major groove and the three base-steps at the
junction of metboxes display a distinctive alternating
helical twist pattern that coincides with a narrowing of
the minor groove at that site. This latter deformation is
necessary for the correct positioning of adjacently bound
repressors in order to form the cooperative interactions
essential for formation of the repression complex.
The structures of a MetJ mutant bound to the consensus
operator sequence, and two related sequences with
mutations at the centre and junction of the metboxes,
show that the repressor accommodates the changes
while retaining identical contacts to the sugar–phosphate
backbone. This reflects the situation in vivo where MetJ
binds to longer operators with notably reduced similarity
to the consensus sequence. The stability of natural Met
repressor–operator complexes is a delicate balance of
direct and indirect readout within the constraints
imposed by the formation of cooperative arrays.
Materials and methods
Production and purification of protein and DNA
The preparation, overexpression, purification and biochemical charac-
terisation of the Q44K protein has been described elsewhere [14,15].
The three operator oligonucleotide sequences were synthesised on an
Applied Biosystems oligonucleotide synthesiser (ABI 392) and purified
at 60°C using a Dionex anion exchange column on a Dionex HPLC
system. The purified oligonucleotides were annealed at 30 mg/ml by
heating to 85° in 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM sodium cacodylate pH 7 and
cooling to room temperature overnight. 
Crystallisation and data collection
Crystals of all three complexes were obtained under similar conditions by
vapour diffusion at room temperature using the sitting-drop method.
Drops of 4 ml were used, consisting of 2 ml of the protein–DNA solution
and 2 ml of the well solution. The protein–DNA solution contained
10 mg/ml Q44K, 4 mg/ml DNA, 1.5 mg/ml SAM, 20 mM MgCl2, 20 mM
CaCl2 and 10 mM sodium cacodylate pH 7. The drops were equilibrated
against well solutions of 20 mM sodium cacodylate pH 5.4–7.4 and
28–38% 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD). The Q44Kdm19 complex
crystals required an additional 40 mM CaCl2 in the well reservoirs. Crys-
tals were frozen directly from the drop solution. Diffraction data were
recorded at –178°C on a 30 cm diameter MarResearch image-plate
detector at the Synchrotron Radiation Source at Daresbury on station
9.5 (λ 0.92 Å) and station 9.6 (λ 0.87 Å) for the Q44KrevTA and
Q44Kwt19 complex crystals, respectively, and on beamline ID2 at the
European Synchrotron Research Facility in Grenoble (λ 0.99 Å) for the
Q44Kdm19 complex crystals. The Q44Kwt19 and Q44KrevTA com-
plexes crystallised isomorphously in space group P3221, with cell dimen-
sions of a = b = 117.51 Å, c = 90.21 Å and one complex, comprising two
repressor molecules and the 18 base-pair DNA duplex, per asymmetric
unit. The presence of pseudo-symmetry in the unit cell of the Q44Kdm19
complex crystals made the space group determination non-trivial. The
space group was finally identified by processing the data in several
space groups, positioning the molecules in the asymmetric unit cell by
molecular replacement, carrying out rigid-body refinement and comparing
the final Rfree values after several rounds of positional refinement. The
lowest Rfree was obtained with P32 which contains two complexes in the
asymmetric unit cell, related by a pseudo-crystallographic twofold axis,
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Table 1
Data collection and refinement statistics.
Complex Q44Kwt19 Q44KrevTA Q44Kdm19†
Resolution (Å) 33.8–2.4 31.8–2.1 27.2–2.4
No. measurements
total 103,255 199,709 125,697
unique 27,346 42,229 51,762
Multiplicity 3.8 (2.4) 4.7 (4.6) 2.4 (1.9)
Completeness (%) 96.9 (90.0) 99.8 (100.0) 97.8 (97.8)
Rsym (%) 4.6 (22.2) 4.4 (20.1) 4.6 (19.7)
R factor (%) 21.3 18.9 22.3
Free R factor* (%) 26.0 24.1 26.8
Rmsd from ideality   
bonds (Å) 0.008 0.006 0.007
angles (°) 1.2 1.2 1.2
Ramachandran plot   
most favoured (%) 90.2 90.8 84.7 / 85.1
disallowed (%) 0.3 0.3 0.5 / 0.3
Average B factor (Å2)
all protein atoms   39.1 35.2 54.2 / 55.2 
all nucleic acid atoms   36.0 32.9 43.4 / 43.5
all cofactor atoms   38.5 26.4 61.2 / 66.7
all water molecules 34.8 38.4 48.77
No. atoms in 
asymmetric unit 4533 4771 8736
Values given in parentheses correspond to those in the outermost shell
of the resolution range. *The crystallographic free R factor was
calculated with random sets of 1370 reflections for the Q44kwt19
complex, 2133 reflections for the Q44KrevTA complex and 2538
reflections for the Q44Kdm19 complex. †Values are given for each of
the two Q44Kdm19 complexes where necessary.
with cell dimensions a = b = 119.43 Å, c = 84.83 Å. The data were
processed using MOSFLM [23] and the CCP4 suite of programs [24]. A
summary of the data collection statistics is given in Table 1. 
Structure solution and refinement
Initial phases were obtained for the Q44KrevTA complex by molecular
replacement in AMoRe [24] using the MJwt19 complex as a model.
Rigid-body refinement was carried out in X-PLOR [25] followed by
cycles of positional refinement and manual manipulation of the model in
FRODO [26]. The mutated protein residues and DNA bases were built
into the available density after the first round of positional refinement. A
polyalanine chain was initially built into the density for the loop region
between residues 77 and 84. The sidechains were included once the fit
to the density was optimised. During refinement, the DNA was not
restrained or constrained in any other manner than that for normal
stereochemical restraints, similar to the original MJwt19 complex refine-
ment. The refinement was monitored using the crystallographic R factor
and a free R factor [27] and the stereochemical quality of the model
obtained was monitored using PROCHECK [28]. Because the
Q44Kwt19 and Q44KrevTA complexes crystallise isomorphously, initial
phases were obtained for the Q44Kwt19 complex using the refined
model of the Q44KrevTA complex. Rigid-body refinement and posi-
tional refinement were subsequently carried out in X-PLOR. The posi-
tions of the two Q44Kdm19 complexes were found using molecular
replacement in AMoRe using the Q44KrevTA complex as a search
model, followed by rigid-body refinement and positional refinement in 
X-PLOR. A summary of the refinement details for the three complexes is
given in Table 1.
The variation in some of the parameters between the MJwt19 and the
Q44Kwt19 complexes, such as the apparent systematic reduction in
minor groove width of 1 Å of the Q44Kwt19 DNA (see Figure 6), led to
concerns about the accuracy of the initial wavelength used to deter-
mine the unit-cell dimensions. In order to confirm the accuracy of the
unit-cell dimensions, the crystal structure of the MetJ holorepressor
(that was solved using copper radiation of known wavelength) was
superimposed onto the MJwt19 and Q44Kwt19 complexes. The lack of
any systematic expansion or contraction of either structure suggested
that the cell dimensions were accurate, and the initial wavelengths used
to solve both the MJwt19 and Q44Kwt19 complexes were correct. 
Accession numbers
The coordinates have been deposited in the Brookhaven database. The
PDB entry codes for the Q44Kwt19, Q44KrevTA and Q44Kdm19
complexes are 1MJ2, 1MJO and 1MJQ, respectively. The numbering
scheme of the bases in the Q44Kdm19 complex have been altered
compared to those in the database entry to compare directly with the
other two complexes. In this paper, the bases have been numbered –1,
0, 1, …17 for each 19-base strand whereas in the database the 
19-base strands have been numbered from 1–19.
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